
  

Mock   Tests   Overview  
 
The   Breath   Alcohol   Technician   (BAT)   mock   test   consists   of   7   mock   breath   test   situations.   The  
Screening   Test   Technician   (STT)   mock   test   consists   of   5   mock   breath   test   situations.   The  
Certified   DOT   Specimen   Collector   (CDSC)   consists   of   5   mock   urine   collections.   The   collector  
must   perform   each   one   of   these   mock   tests   without   error   in   front   of   the   proctor.   The   mock   tests  
are   done   over   Skype,   so   a   computer   with   a   camera   will   be   required.  
 
If   an   error   is   made   during   the   first   three   mock   test   situations   (e.g.   the   collector   forgets   a   step   or  
performs   a   step   incorrectly)   then   the   mock   test   will   be   cancelled   and   restarted   from   the  
beginning.   This   restart   will   only   be   offered   once   per   mock   test.  
 
If   an   error   is   made   from   the   fourth   mock   test   onward,   then   the   mock   test   will   be   cancelled   and   a  
new   mock   test   will   have   to   be   rescheduled.   Each   trainee   is   allotted   TWO   mock   test   tries.   If   you  
make   an   error   on   the   first   one   and   have   to   reschedule,   it   will   be   done   for   free.   If   you   make   an  
error   on   the   second   mock   test   then   the   third   mock   test   will   cost   $95.00   to   rebook.  
 
After   completing   mock   tests,   without   error,    you   will   be   required   to   email   or   fax   your   completed  
forms   (either   DOT   ATFs,   or   CCFs)   for   auditing.   These   forms   must   be   ERROR-FREE.   Please  
make   sure   to    check     every     form    against   the   sample   sheet   included   in   the   mock   test   package.   If  
a   single   error   is   found   on   one   of   the   forms   you   will   be   required   to   complete   the   ENTIRE   mock  
testing   again   at   a   cost   of   $95.00.  
Non-DOT   ATFs   and   non-DOT   CCFs   are    not   to   be   used    and   will   not   be   accepted.  
 
It   is   a   DOT   requirement   to   obtain   error-free   mock   tests   and   one   that   we   are   required   to  
mandate.  
 
Key   Points  

- Forms   used   must   be   DOT  
- One   restart   per   mock   test   allowed,   if   an   error   is   made  
- Two   mock   test   chances   given   for   free  
- Third   mock   test   costs   $95   if   required  
- Forms   must   be   sent   in   and   be   perfect   to   pass  
- See   specific   mock   test   breakdown   for   items   required   for   each   mock   test  
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Mock   Test   Situations  

 
 
BAT  

1. Positive   screen,   positive   confirmation   
2. Positive   screen,   negative   confirmation  
3. Positive   screen,   abnormal   occurrence:   refusal  
4. Insufficient   breath   sample   (manual   test   required)  
5. Normal   screen,   negative   result  
6. Normal   screen,   negative   result  
7. Normal   screen,   negative   result  

 
 
STT  

1. Normal   screen,   negative   result  
2. Normal   screen,   negative   result  
3. Normal   screen,   negative   result  
4. Insufficient   breath   sample   (manual   test   required)  
5. Positive   screen,   handoff   to   BAT  

 
 
CDSC  

1. Normal   test  
2. Normal   test  
3. Insufficient   quantity  
4. Temperature   out   of   range   (TOR),   mock   observed   collection  
5. Refusal   to   sign   

 
If   you   have   any   questions,   you   can   always   contact   us   at   support@datac.ca  
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